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�3Cosmic Rays
where (and how) are they accelerated?

ν

We know their energy spectrum 
over 11 orders of magnitude 

Their sources (especially at the 
highest energies) are still mostly 
unknown
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dominant < 100 TeV
Atmospheric neutrinos (π/K)

“prompt” ~ 100 TeV
Atmospheric neutrinos (charm)

maybe dominant > 100 TeV
Astrophysical neutrinos

>106 TeV
Cosmogenic neutrinos



Detecting neutrinos
Neutrinos are detected by looking for Cherenkovv radiation from secondary particles (muons, particle showers)
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The world’s high-energy neutrino telescopes
lakes, sea, glaciers

!
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2. Recent physics results from NT200

The physics program of the Baikal experiment covers the
typical spectrum of high energy neutrino telescopes [5–10]. In
this paper we review selected astroparticle physics results from
the long-term operation of NT200, in particular, an improved limit
on the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux, upper limits on the
muon flux from annihilation of hypothetical weakly interacting
massive particles (WIMPs) in the Sun, and a limit on the neutrino
flux associated with gamma-ray bursts.

2.1. A search for extraterrestrial high-energy neutrinos

Our search for high energy extraterrestrial neutrinos is based
on studies of bright cascades detected in the telescope NT200. A
full cascade reconstruction algorithm (for vertex, direction, and
cascade energy) was applied to the 1038 live days of data taken
with NT200 in 1998–2002. Cuts were then placed on this
reconstructed cascade energy to select neutrino-induced events.
Within systematic and statistical uncertainties there are no
significant excess above the expected background from atmo-
spheric muons (see Fig. 2). For an E!2 behaviour of neutrino
spectrum a 90% C.L. upper limit on the neutrino flux of all flavours
obtained with the Baikal neutrino telescope NT200 is:
Ev

2Fo2.9"10!7 cm!2 s!1sr!1 GeV, for 20 TeVoEvo20 PeV.

2.2. A search for WIMP neutrinos from the Sun

A possible signal from WIMP annihilation in the Sun would
appear as an excess of upward going muons over atmospheric
neutrinos arriving from the direction of Sun. We have applied two
sorts of quality cuts, optimized for high and low WIMP masses.
We have selected 510 and 2376 upward going muon candidates in
the two data samples for 1007 live days. The distributions of

correlation angles between these muons and the Sun were
compared to the corresponding off-source background expecta-
tion. In Fig. 3 we show the results for the sample of larger
statistics.

No indications for excess muons were found. The 90% C.L.
upper limits on the muon flux from the Sun are obtained as
functions of the WIMP mass for b anti-b (soft channel) and W+W!

(hard channel) neutrino energy spectrum [11]. For WIMP masses
4500 GeV the limit depends weakly on the WIMP mass and is
Fo3"103 km!2 yr!1. The presented results are preliminary,
and allow estimating the NT200 sensitivity for high energy
neutrinos from DM annihilation processes in the Sun.

Fig. 1. The Baikal Telescope NT200+ and the GVD prototype string with 12 OM.

Fig. 2. Reconstructed cascade energy distribution for data (dots) and for
MC-generated atmospheric muons (boxes); true MC energy distribution given as
histogram.
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Fig. 3. Mismatch angle C (Muon/Sun): data and background (histogram).

A. Avrorin et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 626-627 (2011) S13–S18S14

!
storey

Figure 1. Schematic view of the ANTARES telescope. The inset shows a photograph of an optical
storey.

astrophysical objects: sources of high energy gamma rays, massive black holes and nearby
galaxies.

1.1 The ANTARES neutrino telescope

The ANTARES telescope [3] became fully operational in 2008. The detector comprises
twelve detection lines anchored at a depth of 2475 m and 40 km off the French coast near
Toulon. The detector lines are about 450 m long and host a total of 885 optical modules
(OMs), each comprising a 17” glass sphere which houses a 10” photomultiplier tube. The
OMs look downward at 45� in order to optimise the detection of upgoing, i.e. neutrino
induced, tracks. The geometry and size of the detector make it sensitive to extraterrestrial
neutrinos in the TeV-PeV energy range. A schematic layout of the telescope is shown in
Figure 1.

The neutrino detection is based on the induced emission of Cherenkov light by high
energy muons originating from charged current neutrino interactions inside or near the in-
strumented volume. All detected signals (hits) are transmitted via an optical cable to a shore
station, where a computer farm filter the data for coincident signals in several adjacent OMs.
The muon direction is then determined by maximising a likelihood which compares the time
of the hits with the expectation from the Cherenkov signal of a muon track. Details on the
event reconstruction are given in Ref. [7, 10].

Two main backgrounds for the search for astrophysical neutrinos can be identified: down-
going atmospheric muons which have been mis-reconstructed as upgoing and atmospheric
neutrinos originating in cosmic ray induced air showers at the opposite side of the Earth.
Depending on the requirements of the analysis both backgrounds can, at least partially, be
discriminated using various parameters such as the quality of the event reconstruction or

– 2 –

IceCubeAntaresNT-200+

Lake Baikal 
1/2000 km3 
228 PMTs

Mediterranean Sea 
1/100 km3 
885 PMTs

South Pole glacier 
1 km3 

5160 PMTs

Larger, sparser → higher energies
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�10Baikal / Baikal-GVD
Neutrino telescope deployed in Lake Baikal

ν

First cluster of the gigaton 
detector deployed in April 2015 
Plan: 8-12 such arrays
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The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope
In the Mediterranean Sea near Toulon, France
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The ANTARES Neutrino Telescope 

~70 m 

350 m 

100 m 

14.5 m 

Interlink cables  

Junction 
box 

(since 2002) 

40 km 

Anchor/line socket 
©Montanet 

Deployed  
in 2001 

•  25 storeys / line 
•  3 PMTs / storey 

•  885 PMTs 

 NIM A 656 (2011) 11-38 

4 

Position 
< 10 cm 

Timing res 
~ 0.5 ns 

“storey” with 
3 OMs

See talk by 
Maurizio Spurio 
this afternoon



Drill camp

South Pole sta7on

Skiway

IceCube Lab (ICL)

IceCube’s footprint

South Pole Glacier



The IceCube Neutrino Observatory
Deployed in the deep glacial ice at the South Pole
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IceCube Array
 86 strings including 8 DeepCore strings 
5160 optical sensors

DeepCore 
8 strings-spacing optimized for lower energies
480 optical sensors

81 Stations
324 optical sensors

Bedrock

5160 PMTs 

1 km3 volume 

86 strings 

17 m vertical spacing 

125 m string spacing 

Completed 2010



Neutrino event signatures
Signatures of signal events
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CC Muon Neutrino Neutral Current /
Electron Neutrino 

CC Tau Neutrino

track (data) 

factor of ≈ 2 energy resoluBon 
< 1° angular resoluBon at high 

energies

cascade (data) 

≈ ±15% deposited energy resoluBon 
≈ 10° angular resoluBon (in IceCube) 

(at energies ⪆ 100 TeV)

“double-bang” (⪆10PeV) and other 
signatures (simulaBon) 

(not observed yet: τ decay length is 
50 m/PeV)

⌫µ +N ! µ+X ⌫⌧ +N ! ⌧ +X⌫e +N ! e +X

⌫x +N ! ⌫x+X

7me



detection principle (muon in ice)
Neutrinos are detected by looking for Cherenkovv radiation from secondary particles
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Background: penetrating muonsν �18

100 TeV single 
muon

steep 
spectrum
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isolating neutrino events
two strategies
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Up-going tracks

µ-dominated

ν only

Atmosphere 
(exaggerated)

North

Ac7ve veto

μ

νμ

✓

μ Veto

✘

Air shower

Air shower

νμ

μ

Astrophysical source

νμ

Earth stops penetrating muons 
Effective volume larger than detector 

Sensitive to νµ only 
Sensitive to “half” the sky

Veto detects penetrating muons 
Effective volume smaller than detector 

Sensitive to all flavors 
Sensitive to the entire sky



The (Very) High-Energy Tail
Update of the high-energy astrophysical flux discovery analysis

ν



“Starting Event” Analysis
Specifically designed to find contained events.

ν �21

μ

νμ

✓

μ Veto

✘
Explicit contained search at high energies (cut: 
Qtot>6000 p.e.) 

400 Mton effective fiducial mass 

Use atmospheric muon veto 

Sensitive to all flavors in region above 60TeV 
deposited energy 

Estimate background from data



What did IceCube find? (7.5 years)
2635 days livetime

ν �22

Just unblinded 1.5 additional 
years of data (new calibration) 

Ternary topology ID added 
(Cascades, Tracks, Double Cascades) 

Above 60TeV: 60 events  
12 new events in 2016 season  
5 new events in 2017 season 

All energies: 102 events  
22 new events in 2016 season  
9 new events in 2017 season



ZENITH DISTRIBUTION (7.5 years)
energy deposited in the detector (lower limit on neutrino energy)

ν �23

Compatible with benchmark 
single power-law model.  

Things might be more 
complicated, but this is not the 
analysis to decide that. 

Best fit spectral index (E-ɣ): 
ɣ=2.91+0.33-0.22 

E2ɸ = 2.19+1.10-0.55 x 10-8 x 
   (E / 100TeV)-0.91 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1

Diffuse Astrophysical Neutrino Flux

18

● Best fit single powerlaw 
2.19(+1.10,-0.55)*E-2.91(+0.33,-0.22)

● Prompt best fit ⇒ zero
● Prompt 90% upper limit 

12.3*BERSS model
● Fit performed for events 

above 60TeV
● Compatible with results from 

6 year analysis

DowngoingUpgoing

E2 Φ=2.19*10-18(E/100TeV)-0.91 [GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1]

Data, best fit, and limit

Data, best fit, and limit
Honda, Kasahara, Midorikawa, Sanuki

Phys.Rev. D75 (2007) 043006 
Bhattacharya, Enberg, Reno, Sarcevic, Stasto

JHEP 1506 (2015) 110



energy spectrum (7.5 years)
energy deposited in the detector (lower limit on neutrino energy)
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E2 Φ=2.19*10-18(E/100TeV)-0.91 [GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1]

Excluded 
From Fit

Honda, Kasahara, Midorikawa, Sanuki
Phys.Rev. D75 (2007) 043006 

Bhattacharya, Enberg, Reno, Sarcevic, Stasto
JHEP 1506 (2015) 110

Data, best fit, and limit

Data, best fit, and limit



unfolding to neutrino energy
Fit for an arbitrary spectrum + background components (with priors) - (6 year result!)
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IceCube Preliminary
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unfolding to neutrino energy
Fit for an arbitrary spectrum + background components (with priors) - (6 year result!)
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assumpIon: 1:1:1 flavor raIo, 1:1 neutrino:anI-neutrino

IceCube Preliminary



skymap / clustering
No significant clustering observed (7.5 years)

ν �28

IceCube Work in Progress
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�29skymap / clustering
No significant clustering observed

ν

Analyzed with a variant of the standard PS method (w/o energy) (i.e. 
scrambling in RA) 

Significance (p-value): 81% (not significant) 

Other searches (multi-cluster, galactic plane, time clustering, GRB 
correlations) not significant either



Upgoing Muons
Highest-energy neutrino-induced muon 

ν �30

up-going 
(i.e. not a CR muon) 

deposited energy: 
2.6±0.3 PeV 
neutrino energy: 
8.7 PeV (median)  

date: June 11, 2014 

direction:  
11.48° dec / 110.34° RA 

ApJ 833 (2016) no.1, 3



✓
Upgoing Muons - Spectral Components

Eight years of data (from C. Haack / ICRC2017)
ν �31

Selected horizontal and up-
going muon tracks 

Sensitive to astrophysical 
neutrinos above ~120 TeV 

power-law index: 2.19±0.10 
prompt component fits to zero

μ

νμ

μ

✘



unfolding to neutrino energy
Fit for an arbitrary spectrum + background components (with priors) - 6 years
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assumpIon: 1:1:1 flavor raIo, 1:1 neutrino:anI-neutrino

IceCube Preliminary



IceCube Preliminary

unfolding to neutrino energy
Fit for an arbitrary spectrum + background components (with priors) - 6 years
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assumpIon: 1:1:1 flavor raIo, 1:1 neutrino:anI-neutrino



IceCube Preliminary

unfolding to neutrino energy
Fit for an arbitrary spectrum + background components (with priors) - 6 years

ν �34

This data sample is not able to discriminate between a 1-component and a 2-component model



For standard oscillations, only a small 
region of flavor ratios is allowed at 
Earth

flavor composition
Flavor ratio at Earth contains information about source ratio after oscillations en route to Earth

ν �35

Neutrino Flavors

• initial composition: (⌫e : ⌫µ : ⌫⌧ )
pion & muon decay: (1 : 2 : 0)
neutron decay: (1 : 0 : 0)
muon-damped pion decay: (0 : 1 : 0)

p p ⇡ X

µ ⌫µ

e ⌫e ⌫̄µ

p � ⇡ X

µ ⌫µ

e ⌫e ⌫̄µ

p � � 1232 ⇡ n

µ ⌫µ

e ⌫e ⌫̄µ

1

• oscillation-averaged probability:

P⌫↵!⌫� '

X

i

|U↵i|
2
|U�i|

2

neutron
decay
(1:0:0)

oscillation-averaged

pion & muon
decay
(1:2:0)

muon-suppressed
pion decay

(0:1:0)

25%

50%

75%

75%

50%

25%

75
%

50
%

25
%

⌫�

⌫µ

⌫e

• “NuFit 1.3”: sin2 ✓12 = 0.304 / sin2 ✓23 = 0.577 / sin2 ✓13 = 0.0219 / � = 251�

4 observed events consistent with equal contributions of all neutrino flavors

Markus Ahlers (UW-Madison) Multi-Messenger Aspects of Cosmic Neutrinos August 1, 2015 slide 7

at source at Earth
νe νμ ντ νe νμ ντ

pion decay 1 2 0 1 1 1

muon-damped 0 1 0 0.2 0.39 0.39

neutron decay 1 0 0 0.56 0.22 0.22

Plot by M. Ahlers



fit for flavor ratio, spectral shape 
and cutoff

global fit of Icecube analyses
interesting results such as flavor ratio

ν �36

ApJ 809, 98 (2015)/ 
PoS(ICRC2015)1066 

neutron decay (1:0:0) 
→ excluded at 3.7σ

pion decay (1:2:0) 
→ compatible

muon-damped (0:1:0)



should be able to identify a “double-bang” 
signature above ~PeV - not observed yet!

tau neutrinos
should see the first taus soon
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(no data event identified yet)
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event w
ith longer decay length

at lower energies identification is more 
challenging - IceCube just set new limits!
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tizes at 3.3 ns per sample for 128 samples, and the fast
Analog to Digital Converter (fADC) which digitizes con-
tinuously at 25 ns per sample, with a record length set
at 256 samples. The ATWD output is separated into 3
di↵erent gain channels (x16, x2, x0.25) to cover the dy-
namic range of the PMT, which has a linear response
(within 10%) up to currents of 400 photoelectrons (PE)
per 15 ns [29]. When a PMT receives a signal above a
threshold of 0.25 PE, this is called a hit. The x16 gain
channel is captured first, with the x2 and x0.25 chan-
nels captured if the next lowest gain channel exceeds 768
ADC counts in any sample. A local coincidence hit (LC)
occurs if a pair of nearest or next-to-nearest neighbor
DOMs on the same string are hit within 1 microsecond.
For LC hits, the complete ATWD and fADC waveforms
will be sent to the surface. The primary IceCube trigger
keeps all DOM hits if 8 or more LC hits occur anywhere
in the detector within a 5 microsecond window; such a
collection of DOM hits is called an event.

IceCube employs a number of filtering algorithms in
order to reduce the data volume for transmission to the
Northern hemisphere. The analysis described in this pa-
per uses the “Extremely High Energy” (EHE) filtering
algorithm, which keeps all events that deposit more than
1000 PE in the detector.

IceCube was fully built as of December 2010. This
analysis uses 914.1 days of data from the full detector
between May 13, 2011 and May 6, 2014. The data were
kept in the analysis chain only when all IceCube strings
were operating and no in-situ calibration light sources
were in use.

Background and signal passing rates were computed
using Monte Carlo simulation. The CORSIKA [30] sim-
ulation package is used to generate cosmic ray induced
muons. Astrophysical and atmospheric neutrinos are
simulated using an adapted version of the Monte Carlo
generator ANIS [31]. Photon propagation through the
ice is simulated as described in [32]. PMT response and
digitization electronics are fully simulated, which is par-
ticularly important for this analysis.

In addition to the simulation, 10% of the data were
used to develop cuts and estimate cosmic ray muon back-
ground rates, with the rest of the data not used until the
cuts were finalized.

III. SEARCH FOR TAU NEUTRINOS

A. Double Pulse Algorithm

The goal of the double pulse algorithm (DPA) is to
identify double pulse waveforms that are consistent with
⌫⌧ CC interaction signatures in IceCube, while reject-
ing waveforms with features that are consistent with late
scattered photons from single cascade events from NC
and ⌫e CC interactions. There are two additional types
of background events which could produce substantial
double pulse waveforms: (1) high energy single muons

FIG. 2. A simulated double pulse waveform obtained in one
DOM from a ⌫⌧ CC event. The primary neutrino energy for
this event is 2.4 PeV, about 75% of this energy transfers to
the outgoing ⌧� lepton, which travels 40 meters before decay.
In this event, a total of 34 double pulse waveforms were pro-
duced from adjacent DOMs on neighboring strings near the
event interaction vertices. The distances from the CC vertex
and the ⌧� decay vertex to the DOM that produced this dou-
ble pulse waveform are 76 m and 75 m, respectively. Time
= 0 corresponds to the beginning of the event readout win-
dow, which begins 10 microseconds before the event trigger
launches.

and/or muon bundles induced by cosmic rays interacting
with the atmosphere; (2) ⌫µ CC interactions in IceCube
which produce energetic muons. For double pulse wave-
forms caused by energetic atmospheric muons, the first
pulse is usually from a combination of Cherenkov light
emissions and coincident stochastic energy loss, and the
second pulse is from TeV-scale stochastic energy losses
tens of meters away from the DOM. For double pulse
waveforms from astrophysical ⌫µ CC events, the first
pulse is from energy deposition of the CC hadronic inter-
action vertex, while the second pulse is from a coincident
stochastic energy loss of the energetic outgoing muon.
Since the double pulse waveforms from ⌫⌧ CC events,
energetic atmospheric muons and astrophysical ⌫µ CC
events are not distinguishable from one another as they
are caused by the same mechanism of two substantial en-
ergy depositions near certain DOMs, we do not remove
these events with the DPA. They are to be removed later
by comparing their overall topologies and timing profiles.
The DPA uses the positive and negative first deriva-

tives of a waveform to determine rising and trailing edges.
A double pulse is defined as a rising edge, followed by
a trailing edge, followed by another rising edge. Wave-
forms from the ATWD digitizer in the lowest gain chan-
nel available are used since higher gain channels are usu-
ally saturated for high amplitude waveforms. The fADC
waveforms are not used since they do not have multi-



NEW 7.5 YEAR HESE SAMPLE
work in progress - some events look like double cascades now!

ν �39

Juliana Stachurska

Results

• Best-fit νe:νμ:ντ = 0.29:0.50:0.21  
• Consistent with previous measurements and 

expectation of ~1:1:1 for astrophysical neutrinos 
• Zero ντ flux cannot be excluded 
• Systematic errors not included
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Maximum likelihood 
flavor composition fit 
based on 2D histograms: 
• Zenith & energy for 

single cascades, tracks 
• Length & energy for 

double cascades
Best-fit νe:νμ:ντ = 0.29:0.50:0.21  

Consistent with previous measurements and  
expectation of ~1:1:1 

Zero ντ flux cannot be excluded  

Systematic errors not yet included



where are the sources?
There is still no evidence for point sources of high-energy neutrinos.

ν �40

ANTARES all-flavour search (~6 years): 
~1.9σ chance probability (post-trial) 

IceCube 6-year though-going muon point 
source search 

Northern-sky muons: 44% chance probability 
> PeV southern-sky muons: 38%

PRD 96, 082001 

ApJ 835 (2017) 2, 151
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4.1 Full sky search

In the full sky search, the whole visible sky of ANTARES is divided on a grid with boxes of 1�⇥1
�

in right ascension and declination for the evaluation of the Q-value defined in Equation (2). This
value is maximised in each box by letting the location of the fitted cluster free between the 1�⇥1

�

boundaries. Since an unbinned search is performed, events outside the grid boxes are indeed
considered in each Q-value maximisation. The pre-trial p-value of each cluster is calculated by
comparing the Q-value obtained at the location of the fitted cluster with the background-only
Q obtained from simulations at the corresponding declination. Figure 7 shows the position of
the cluster and the pre-trial p-values for all the directions in the ANTARES visible sky. The
most significant cluster of this search is found at a declination of � = 23.5� and a right-ascension
of ↵ = 343.8� and with a pre-trial p-value of 3.84⇥ 10

�6. To account for trial factors, this
pre-trial p-value is compared to the distribution of the smallest p-values found anywhere in the
sky when performing the same analysis on many pseudo-data sets. It is found that 5.9% of
pseudo-experiments have a smaller p-value than the one found in the final sample, corresponding
to a post-trial significance of 1.9� (two-sided convention). The upper limit on the neutrino flux
coming from this sky location is E2d�/dE = 3.8⇥ 10

�8
GeV cm

�2
s
�1. The location of this

cluster is found at a distance of 1.1� from event ID 3 from the 6 year Northern Hemisphere
Cosmic Neutrino flux sample from IceCube [22]. 26 out of the 29 of these events are found in a
declination range between -5� and 30�. By assuming a random distribution of 26 events within
this declination range, a random coincidence within 1� between at least one event and the most
significant cluster of the full sky search is ⇠1%. The distribution of events of this cluster is shown
in Figure 8-top-left. It contains 16(3) tracks within 5

�
(1

�
) and 1 shower event within 5

�. The
upper limits of the highest significant cluster in bands of 1� in declination at a 90% Confidence
Level (C.L.) obtained using the Neyman method [23] are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7: Sky map in equatorial coordinates of pre-trial p-values for a point-like source of the
ANTARES visible sky. The red circle indicates the location of the most significant cluster of the
full sky search. For this map, a smaller grid size of 0.2�⇥ 0.2� was used.
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constraints on point sources
Combined with ANTARES

ν �41

ANTARES can observe the 
southern sky through the Earth  
→ lower threshold, better 
sensitivity in the south 

IceCube has a larger effective area  
→ more events, better sensitivity 
in the north



Gravitational Waves and neutrinos
Search for neutrinos in coincidence with gravitational wave observations - this time a binary neutron star merger

ν �42

LIGO is now routinely measuring 
gravitational waves (and Fermi 
observed a Gamma Ray Burst in 
coincidence)! Did we see any 
neutrinos from this source? 

Search within a time window of 
500s (and 14days) of GW170817. 
Consistent with background. 
For now… We keep looking!

14

Figure 1. Localizations and sensitive sky areas at the time of the GW event in equatorial coordinates: GW 90% credible-level localization
(red contour; Abbott et al. 2017c), direction of NGC 4993 (black plus symbol; Coulter et al. 2017a), directions of IceCube’s and ANTARES’s
neutrino candidates within 500 s of the merger (green crosses and blue diamonds, respectively), ANTARES’s horizon separating down-going
(north of horizon) and up-going (south of horizon) neutrino directions (dashed blue line), and Auger’s fields of view for Earth-skimming (darker
blue) and down-going (lighter blue) directions. IceCube’s up-going and down-going directions are on the northern and southern hemispheres,
respectively. The zenith angle of the source at the detection time of the merger was 73.8� for ANTARES, 66.6� for IceCube, and 91.9� for
Auger.

the interaction of cosmic ray particles with the atmosphere
above the detectors. This discrimination is done by consid-
ering the observed direction and energy of the charged par-
ticles. Surface detectors focus on high-energy (& 1017eV)
showers created close to the detector by neutrinos from near-
horizontal directions. In-ice and in-water detectors can select
well-reconstructed track events from the up-going direction
where the Earth is used as a natural shield for the dominant
background of penetrating muons from cosmic ray showers.
By requiring the neutrino interaction vertex to be contained
inside the instrumented volume, or requiring its energy to
be sufficiently high to be incompatible with the down-going
muon background, even neutrino events originating above
the horizon are identifiable. Neutrinos originating from cos-
mic ray interactions in the atmosphere are also observed and
constitute the primary background for up-going and vertex-
contained event selections.

All three observatories, ANTARES, IceCube, and Auger,
performed searches for neutrino signals in coincidence with
the binary neutron star merger event GW170817, each us-
ing multiple event selections. Two different time windows
were used for the searches. First, we used a ±500 s time
window around the merger to search for neutrinos associated
with prompt and extended gamma-ray emission (Baret et al.
2011; Kimura et al. 2017). Second, we searched for neutrinos
over a longer 14-day time window following the GW detec-
tion, to cover predictions of longer-lived emission processes
(e.g., Gao et al. 2013; Fang & Metzger 2017).

2.1. ANTARES

The ANTARES neutrino telescope has been continuously
operating since 2008. Located deep (2500 m) in the Mediter-
ranean Sea, 40 km from Toulon (France), it is a 10 Mt-
scale array of photosensors, detecting neutrinos with energies
above O(100) GeV.

Based on the originally communicated locations of the
GW signal and the GRB detection, high-energy neutrino can-
didates were initially searched for in the ANTARES online
data stream, relying on a fast algorithm which selects only
up-going neutrino track candidates (Adrián-Martı́nez et al.
2016b). No up-going muon neutrino candidate events were
found in a ±500 s time window centered on the GW event
time – for an expected number of atmospheric background
events of ⇠ 10�2 during the coincident time window. An ex-
tended online search during ±1 h also resulted in no up-going
neutrino coincidences.

As it subsequently became clear, the precise direction of
origin of GW170817 in NGC 4993 was above the ANTARES
horizon at the detection time of the binary merger (see Fig. 1).
Thus, a dedicated analysis looking for down-going muon
neutrino candidates in the online ANTARES data stream was
also performed. No neutrino counterparts were found in this
analysis. The results of these low-latency searches were
shared with follow-up partners within a few hours for the
up-going search and a few days for the down-going search
(Ageron et al. 2017a,b).

Here, ANTARES used an updated high-energy neutrino fol-
low up of GW170817 that includes the shower channel. It

joint IceCube/ANTARES/ 
Auger/LIGO publication



Gravitational Waves and neutrinos
Search for neutrinos in coincidence with gravitational wave observations - this time a binary neutron star merger

ν �42

LIGO is now routinely measuring 
gravitational waves (and Fermi 
observed a Gamma Ray Burst in 
coincidence)! Did we see any 
neutrinos from this source? 

Search within a time window of 
500s (and 14days) of GW170817. 
Consistent with background. 
For now… We keep looking!
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to attenuation by the ejecta, we compare our neutrino con-
straints to neutrino emission expected for typical GRB pa-
rameters. For the prompt and extended emissions, we use the
results of Kimura et al. (2017) and compare these to our con-
straints for the relevant ±500 s time window. For extended
emission we consider source parameters corresponding to
both optimistic and moderate scenarios in Table 1 of Kimura
et al. (2017). For emission on even longer timescales, we
compare our constraints for the 14-day time window with
the relevant results of Fang & Metzger (2017), namely emis-
sion from approximately 0.3 to 3 days and from 3 to 30 days
following the merger. Predictions based on fiducial emis-
sion models and neutrino constraints are shown in Fig. 2. We
find that our limits would constrain the optimistic extended-
emission scenario for a typical GRB at ⇠ 40Mpc, viewed at
zero viewing angle.

4. CONCLUSION

We searched for high-energy neutrinos from the first bi-
nary neutron star merger detected through GWs, GW170817,
in the energy band of [⇠ 1011 eV, ⇠ 1020 eV] using the
ANTARES, IceCube, and Pierre Auger Observatories, as well
as for MeV neutrinos with IceCube. This marks an unprece-
dented joint effort of experiments sensitive to high-energy
neutrinos. We have observed no significant neutrino counter-
part within a ±500 s window, nor in the subsequent 14 days.
The three detectors complement each other in the energy
bands in which they are most sensitive (see Fig. 2).

This non-detection is consistent with our expectations from
a typical GRB observed off-axis, or with a low-luminosity
GRB. Possible gamma-ray attenuation in the ejecta from the
merger remnant could also account for the low gamma-ray
luminosity, which could mean stronger neutrino emission.
Optimistic scenarios for such on-axis gamma-attenuated
emission are constrained by the present non-detection.

While the location of this source was nearly ideal for
Auger, it was well above the horizon for IceCube and
ANTARES for prompt observations. This limited the sensitiv-
ity of the latter two detectors, particularly below ⇠ 100TeV.
For source locations near, or below the horizon, a factor of
⇠ 10 increase in fluence sensitivity to prompt emission from
an E�2 neutrino spectrum is expected.

With the discovery of a nearby binary neutron star merger,
the ongoing enhancement of detector sensitivity (Abbott
et al. 2016) and the growing network of GW detectors (Aso
et al. 2013; Iyer et al. 2011), we can expect that several binary
neutron star mergers will be observed in the near future. Not
only will this allow stacking analyses of neutrino emission,
but it will also bring about sources with favorable orientation
and direction.

The ANTARES, IceCube, and Pierre Auger Collaborations
are planning to continue the rapid search for neutrino can-

Figure 2. Upper limits (at 90% confidence level) on the neutrino
spectral fluence from GW170817 during a ±500 s window centered
on the GW trigger time (top panel), and a 14-day window follow-
ing the GW trigger (bottom panel). For each experiment, limits are
calculated separately for each energy decade, assuming a spectral
fluence F (E) = Fup ⇥ [E/GeV]�2 in that decade only. Also
shown are predictions by neutrino emission models. In the upper
plot, models from Kimura et al. (2017) for both extended emission
(EE) and prompt emission are scaled to a distance of 40 Mpc, and
shown for the case of on-axis viewing angle (0�) and selected off-
axis angles to indicate the dependence on this parameter. GW data
and the redshift of the host-galaxy constrain the viewing angle to
⇥ 2 [0�, 36�] (see Section 3). In the lower plot, models from Fang
& Metzger (2017) are scaled to a distance of 40 Mpc. All fluences
are shown as the per flavor sum of neutrino and anti-neutrino flu-
ence, assuming equal fluence in all flavors, as expected for standard
neutrino oscillation parameters.

didates from identified GW sources. A coincident neutrino,
with a typical position uncertainty of ⇠ 1 deg2 could signifi-
cantly improve the fast localization of joint events compared
to the GW-only case. In addition, the first joint GW and high-
energy neutrino discovery might thereby be known to the
wider astronomy community within minutes after the event,
opening a rich field of multimessenger astronomy with parti-
cle, electromagnetic, and gravitational waves combined.
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Alerts/Follow-upS
we try to alert other experiments as soon as we see an interesting event

ν �43

IceCube
“The North”

Swift (X-Ray)PTF (optical)

Veritas/H.E.S.S./ 
MAGIC/Fermi/…

Iridium

SN/GRB/…

ν



High-energy events now public alerts!
We send our high-energy events in real-time as public GCN alerts!

ν �44

Example: IC170922A sent on Sep 22TITLE:            GCN/AMON NOTICE
NOTICE_DATE:      Fri 22 Sep 17 20:55:13 UT
NOTICE_TYPE:      AMON ICECUBE EHE 
RUN_NUM:          130033
EVENT_NUM:        50579430
SRC_RA:            77.2853d {+05h 09m 08s} (J2000),
                   77.5221d {+05h 10m 05s} (current),
                   76.6176d {+05h 06m 28s} (1950)
SRC_DEC:           +5.7517d {+05d 45' 06"} (J2000),
                   +5.7732d {+05d 46' 24"} (current),
                   +5.6888d {+05d 41' 20"} (1950)
SRC_ERROR:        14.99 [arcmin radius, stat+sys, 50% containment]
DISCOVERY_DATE:   18018 TJD;   265 DOY;   17/09/22 (yy/mm/dd)
DISCOVERY_TIME:   75270 SOD {20:54:30.43} UT
REVISION:         0
N_EVENTS:         1 [number of neutrinos]
STREAM:           2
DELTA_T:          0.0000 [sec]
SIGMA_T:          0.0000e+00 [dn]
ENERGY :          1.1998e+02 [TeV]
SIGNALNESS:       5.6507e-01 [dn]
CHARGE:           5784.9552 [pe]
SUN_POSTN:        180.03d {+12h 00m 08s}   -0.01d {-00d 00' 53"}
SUN_DIST:         102.45 [deg]   Sun_angle= 6.8 [hr] (West of Sun)
MOON_POSTN:       211.24d {+14h 04m 58s}   -7.56d {-07d 33' 33"}

We automatically send rough 
reconstructions first and then 

update them.



High-energy events now public alerts!
We send our high-energy events in real-time as public GCN alerts!
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Example: IC170922A sent on Sep 22TITLE:            GCN/AMON NOTICE
NOTICE_DATE:      Fri 22 Sep 17 20:55:13 UT
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DELTA_T:          0.0000 [sec]
SIGMA_T:          0.0000e+00 [dn]
ENERGY :          1.1998e+02 [TeV]
SIGNALNESS:       5.6507e-01 [dn]
CHARGE:           5784.9552 [pe]
SUN_POSTN:        180.03d {+12h 00m 08s}   -0.01d {-00d 00' 53"}
SUN_DIST:         102.45 [deg]   Sun_angle= 6.8 [hr] (West of Sun)
MOON_POSTN:       211.24d {+14h 04m 58s}   -7.56d {-07d 33' 33"}

We automatically send rough 
reconstructions first and then 

update them.



side view

125mtop view 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
nanoseconds

many follow-ups: TXS 0506+056
This is where things became very interesting…

ν �45

TITLE:   GCN CIRCULAR
NUMBER:  21916
SUBJECT: IceCube-170922A - IceCube observation of a high-energy 
neutrino candidate event
[…]

Claudio Kopper (University of Alberta) and Erik Blaufuss (University 
of Maryland) report on behalf of the IceCube Collaboration […].

On 22 Sep, 2017 IceCube detected a track-like, very-high-energy 
event with a high probability of being of astrophysical origin. The 
event was identified by the Extremely High Energy (EHE) track event 
selection. The IceCube detector was in a normal operating state.[…]

After the initial automated alert […], more sophisticated 
reconstruction algorithms have been applied offline, with the 
direction refined to:

Date: 22 Sep, 2017
Time: 20:54:30.43 UTC
RA: 77.43 deg (-0.80 deg/+1.30 deg 90% PSF containment) J2000
Dec: 5.72 deg (-0.40 deg/+0.70 deg 90% PSF containment) J2000

We encourage follow-up by ground and space-based instruments to help 
identify a possible astrophysical source for the candidate neutrino.

Example: IC170922A sent on Sep 22
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[…]
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On 22 Sep, 2017 IceCube detected a track-like, very-high-energy 
event with a high probability of being of astrophysical origin. The 
event was identified by the Extremely High Energy (EHE) track event 
selection. The IceCube detector was in a normal operating state.[…]

After the initial automated alert […], more sophisticated 
reconstruction algorithms have been applied offline, with the 
direction refined to:

Date: 22 Sep, 2017
Time: 20:54:30.43 UTC
RA: 77.43 deg (-0.80 deg/+1.30 deg 90% PSF containment) J2000
Dec: 5.72 deg (-0.40 deg/+0.70 deg 90% PSF containment) J2000

We encourage follow-up by ground and space-based instruments to help 
identify a possible astrophysical source for the candidate neutrino.

Example: IC170922A sent on Sep 22



many follow-ups: TXS 0506+056
Observations

ν �46



IceCube-170922A and TXS 0506+056 ν �47

TXS 0506+056 redshift of z = 0.3365  
(S. Paiano et al. ApJL 854, L32 (2018).) 

Time-averaged luminosity an order of 
magnitude higher than Mkn 421, Mkn 
501, or 1ES 1959+605  

Time-integrated neutrino spectrum is 
approximately E-2.1 

Chance probability of a Fermi-IceCube 
coincident observation: 3σ level  
(Significance determined using all known Fermi-LAT blazars 
and the historical data sample from IceCube.)
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TXS 0506+056
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(Science 361 (2018) 6398, eaat1378)
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Spectral energy distribution
September/October 2017 

ν �48

Extensive broad-band 
follow-up measurements 

Inferred ~300TeV 
neutrino emission has 
vFv of same order as 
HE/VHE gamma rays 

(note: observations not strictly 
contemporaneous)

(Science 361 (2018) 6398, eaat1378)



IceCube-170922A and TXS 0506+056 
IceCube archival search

ν �49

IceCube evaluated 9.5 years 
of archival data in the 
direction of TXS 0506+056 

13+5 events excess 
compared to background 
expectations 
(Sept 2014—March 2015) 

Inconsistent with bkg-only 
hypothesis at the 3.5σ level  
(In addition and independently of the previous 
3σ when looking in this specific direction)

(Science 361 (2018) 6398, 147-151)
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The future
The IceCube-Gen2 Facility, the IceCube Upgrade, …

ν �50

Darren R. Grant

Future outlook

E-2

E-2.5

J. Van Santen ICRC 2017

The IceCube Upgrade - under development 

(Gen2 Phase 1)

The Upgrade precision re-calibration program

Preliminary

Preliminary

The IceCube Gen2 Facility

See talk: Summer Blot 
(IceCube Upgrade and Gen2) 
this afternoon (Neutrino II)
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Darren R. Grant

Future outlook

E-2

E-2.5

J. Van Santen ICRC 2017

The IceCube Upgrade - under development 

(Gen2 Phase 1)

The Upgrade precision re-calibration program

Preliminary

Preliminary

The IceCube Gen2 Facility

See talk: Summer Blot 
(IceCube Upgrade and Gen2) 
this afternoon (Neutrino II)

See talk by Marek Kowalski 
this afternoon!



The KM3NeT Neutrino Telescope
Multi-site installation in the Mediterranean Sea (France, Italy), instrumented in “building blocks”, started construction

ν �51

KM3NeT “building block”

string with OMs

MulI-PMT digital 
opIcal module (“DOM”)

See talk by Rosa 
Coniglione this 

afternoon



CONCLUSIONS
I could only cover a very small subset of topics…

ν �52

I could only cover a very small subset of topics… 

We are studying the detailed properties of the flux of astrophysical neutrinos and are 
looking for its sources 

Neutrinos have entered the game of multi-messenger astronomy 
-> a broad multi-wavelength followup campaign of IC-170922A provided evidence 
identifying a cosmic ray accelerator  

Had to omit many other results (CR composition, oscillations, BSM, searches for 
neutrinos from GRBs, …) 

More data is being taken and analyses are ongoing 

We are looking at future projects - the IceCube upgrade and IceCube-Gen2!



THANK YOU!

most photographs/timelapse: M. Wolf/NSF 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/135762220@N06/
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Calibration
Various calibration devices/methods to control detector systematics (example: IceCube)

ν �57

Moon Shadow in Cosmic Rays 
Muons in IceCube (59 strings)

LED flashers on each DOM 

In-ice calibration laser 

Cosmic ray energy spectrum 

Moon shadow 

Atmospheric neutrino energy 

spectrum 

Minimum-ionizing muons



Studying Neutrinos
Many different analyses

ν �58

High-energy: 
• Point-source searches looking for clustering in the sky 
• Diffuse fluxes above the atmospheric neutrino background 
• Gamma-ray bursts/transient searches (GRB models excluded by 

IceCube: Nature 484 (2012) /ApJ 805 L5 (2015)) 
• Ultra-high energy “GZK” neutrinos from proton interactions on the 

CMB 
Low energy: 
• Neutrino oscillations + more with PINGU/ORCA upgrades 
Others: 
• Dark Matter / WIMPs 



Effective Volume / Target Mass
Fully efficient above 100 TeV for CC electron neutrinos

ν �59



What Did IceCube find?
some examples

ν �60

declina7on: -0.4° 
deposited energy: 71TeV

declina7on: -13.2° 
deposited energy: 82TeV

declina7on: 40.3° 
deposited energy: 253TeV



Signals and Backgroundsν �61

Dominated by showers (~80% 
per volume) from oscillations 

High energy (benchmark 
spectrum is typically E-2) 

Mostly in the Southern Sky due 
to absorption of high-energy 
neutrinos in the Earth

Track-like events from Cosmic 
Ray muons and atmospheric νμ 

Soft spectrum (E-3.7 - E-2.7) 

Muons in the Southern Sky, 
neutrinos from the North

Signal Background



“HISTORY”
Appearance of ~1 PeV cascades as an at-threshold background

ν �62

Two very interesting events in IceCube 
(between May 2010 and May 2012) 

2.8σ excess over expected background in GZK 
analysis (PRL 111, 021103 (2013)) 

There should be more 

GZK analysis is only sensitive to very specific 
event topologies at these energies

“Bert”~1.0PeV

“Ernie”~1.1PeV



What are they?ν �63



What are they?ν �63



Energy Reconstruction of EM showersν �64
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Directional Resolution for Showers
Statistical uncertainties in angular reconstruction for showers is small. Dominated by ice systematics!

ν �65

Angular Resolution

N. Whitehorn, UW Madison IPA 2013 - 34

plot shows statistical error only



Directional Resolution for Showersν �66
resolution for an individual exam

ple event from
 re-sim

ulation

21

Zenith Resolution for Showers

Preliminary

resolution for an individual event from
 re-sim

ulation

Angular error distributions 
on the order of 10°-15° 
depending on the ice 
model assumption 

two ice examples are shown 

aggregate resolution in 
black



No evidence for 2 components in this analysis
We are not able to make statements about the spectral shape with this analysis

ν �67

No evidence for 2 
components in this analysis

• Best-fit normalization ɸastro at 
100 TeV vs. astrophysical 
index ɣastro


• 1-component power-law in black


• 2-component assumption in 
orange - with a prior on the hard 
component from the muon 
neutrino analysis


• Data in this analysis can not 
discriminate between a one 1-
component and a 2-component 
model

Best-fit normalization ɸastro at 100 
TeV vs. astrophysical index ɣastro 

1-component power-law in black 

2-component assumption in orange - 
with a prior on the hard component 
from the muon neutrino analysis 

This data sample can not 
discriminate between a 1-
component and a 2-component 
model



Things We Wanted to Learnν �68

Isolated events or tail of spectrum? 

Spectral slope/cutoff 

Flavor composition 

Where do they come from? 

Astrophysical or air shower physics (e.g. charm)? 

Need more statistics to answer all of these!



High-Energy Neutrinos: Detection and Interpretation Claudio Kopper, NOW 2018, September 2018

�69what can antares say?ν

Analysis of the galactic center “excess” (only limit) 

No hint of neutrino point source as of now (in either detector), flux 
confirmation needs bigger detector (KM3NeT!)



ν

(High-Energy) Neutrino Signals from 
the Sun, the Galactic Center, Halo and 

more!

Dark matter



13/05/13 Matthias Danninger                    IPA 2013

Indirect Search with IceCube (Overview)

Dwarf spheroidal Galaxies:
� IceCube-59 limits
Clusters of Galaxies:
� IceCube-59 limits

Local sources (Sun & Earth):
  � IceCube-79 limits
  (PRL 110 (2013) 131302)

Galactic Halo:
� IceCube-22 limits
(PRD 84 (2011) 022004)

Galactic Center
� IceCube-40 limits
(arXiv:1210.3557 2012)
� IceCube-79 sens.

Look for potential sources that are well defined and 
have low or understood astrophysical backgrounds

WIMP

WIMP p⁻,e⁺,γ ,  ν

p⁺,e⁻,γ ,  ν

1
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WIMP

WIMP p⁻,e⁺,γ ,  ν

p⁺,e⁻,γ ,  ν

1

Dwarf spheroidal galaxies

Clusters of Galaxies

GalacIc Halo
GalacIc Center

Sun (& Earth)

MSSM - neutralino

accumulate due to WIMP-proton 
elasIc scaÇering

Indirect Dark Matter Searches
Look at objects where dark matter might have accumulated gravitationally over the evolution of the Universe

ν �71



SOLAR WIMP RESULTS - IceCube AND ANTARES
(from M. Medici’s talk)

ν �72

DM SEARCHES IN ICECUBE                                                       MORTEN MEDICI

RESULTING LIMITS: SOLAR WIMP STUDIES

▸ Very competitive bounds on the  
spin-dependent nucleon-dark matter interaction cross-section

15



galactic - IceCube AND ANTARES
(from M. Medici’s talk)

ν �73

▸ Assuming NFW dark matter halo profile

DM SEARCHES IN ICECUBE                                                       MORTEN MEDICI

RESULTING LIMITS: GALACTIC HALO WIMPS

10


